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With as much history as we have 
it’s dangerous to call anything 

“momentous.” Our church has seen 
a Civil War, The Great Depression, 

two World Wars, a moon landing, and every conflict, 
downturn, and victory in-between since 1851. It’s 
hard to imagine that anything could do much 
more than create a gentle ripple. But on October 
28, 2018, on the same weekend we celebrated the 
501 anniversary of the Protestant Reformation, the 
voters of our church courageously decided to change 
our name. In a few months, our new name will 
be Pathfinder Church. I and everyone else present 
felt the significance of the moment, it was truly 
momentous. 

And yet it wasn’t original. Over our history we’ve 
decided on several name changes, each one made in 
order to be clearer about who we are and the God we 
represent. 

Evangelische Lutherische Eintrachts Gemeinde

St. John’s Evangelical Lutheran Church

St. John Lutheran Church

St. John Church

I believe it’s part of what has kept us thriving, 167 
years after our founding, when so many other local 
congregations have gone the way of the woolly 
mammoth. Not just that we’ve adapted but that 
we’ve sought, generation after generation, to clarify 
who we are and the gospel we believe, for the sake 

of those who don’t yet know it. We take risks for 
the gospel and we put the mission of God first. It’s 
who we are and what we do. And it’s what keeps us 
surprisingly spry and vital at 167 years old. 

As weeks have passed since our big decision, I’m 
pleased to report that I believe this was the right 
decision. I couldn’t be more excited about our 
future as Pathfinder Church! For starters, I love the 
symbolism of Pathfinder, in my conversations I have 
noticed how regularly and easily the word “path” 
comes up. Then I think of how Jesus is the premiere 

“finder” of lost things and how he always goes before 
us to “make straight our paths.” Just this week, I was 
sharing scripture with a woman going through a scary 
and uncertain time and I was led to Isaiah 42:16, 
where God says, 

“I will lead the blind by ways they have not known, 
along unfamiliar paths I will guide them; I will turn 
the darkness into light before them and make the 
rough places smooth. These are the things I will do; 
I will not forsake them.” 

Yes! God is our Pathfinder! 

I’ve also been thinking about how Pathfinder Kids 
sounds like an exciting place to be on Sunday 
mornings. Our middle and high school students are 
already latching on to it, It may even work well as 
a part of a future school name (we’re in the middle of 
a process to help tell our school’s story better too, so 
that’s TBD, but make sure you check out the article on 
our LEAD School later in this issue.) 
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As I’ve tried it out with those outside of our church, 
explaining, “I’m on staff at St. John Church, soon to 
become Pathfinder Church.” I’ve seen their eyes light 
up with curiosity; I’ve had some great conversations 
as a result of this decision. 

Above all, I feel like it gives us the opportunity 
to communicate the heart of Jesus in a fresh 
way, a Savior who invites all to come and offers 
unconditional acceptance, who helps with the stuff of 
life, who doesn’t shame us but inspires us, connects 
us to people and things that will bring life to us, 
a Savior who shepherds us as we go along the paths 
He’s marked out for us. Our church has always been 
dedicated to helping weary travelers and sojourners, 
find their way to Jesus and through life.  As I sit with 
this new name I feel that it’s taken us awhile to land 
on the words, but at our core, we’ve been Pathfinder 
Church for some time!

We have a lot of work to do in order to do this well. 
Starting in January of 2019, we’ll see much more 
about Pathfinder Church internally, but our external 
launch will happen a short time after that. Keep 
praying that we will make good on this opportunity 
we have been provided, so that many people who are 
far from God will meet him and receive the life 
he offers. 

But 10, 20, or 100 years from now, when we look back 
at this decision and all the work that has gone into it, 
will it be worth it? It’s a question many people asked 
me in the months leading up to our vote. After a few 
weeks to ponder, I’m convinced that this courageous, 
mission-focused decision will mean more than we 
can imagine. I am convinced that because of a name 
change, many more will come to find life in Jesus! 
One thing we know, most people in our community 
don’t go to church because they’ve already been. 
A small percentage of people have no experience 
with church at all. Most have been to church at least 
a time or two…many have grown up in churches and 
deliberately walked away. The reason so many people 
are not in church is because when they went, they 
found churches to be rules-oriented, out of touch, 
exclusive, demanding, ritualistic, and anywhere on 
the spectrum between unfriendly to judgmental and 
condemning… in short, nothing like Jesus. Becoming 
Pathfinder Church will give us a chance to introduce 

ourselves to our community as a different kind of 
church and be believed. More important, it will give 
us the opportunity to introduce more people to the 
real Jesus, and help them come to believe in him. 
I’m not the only one having promising conversations. 
I know many of you are too. There is a buzz already 
beginning out in our community and people are 
getting curious about what’s going on at St. John/
Pathfinder Church.
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Stronghold Cambodia went through a significant 
change in the last 6 months. Due to skyrocketing 
rent prices, Stronghold made the strategic decision 
to move to Kampot, a neighboring province 2 
hours away from their old location in Sihanoukville. 

As a mission organization, they will hold true to their 
mission statement, which is “To empower communities 
for positive change through Christian care and learning”, 
as they get settled in their new location. Despite the 
uncertainty and doubt, the move has proven to be a great 
decision and one that God is favoring! They even received 
a letter of support from the Kampot Provincial Hall. This 
is a big deal because the local governments have become 
increasingly strict toward Non-Governmental Organizations 
like Stronghold in the last year due to ongoing political 
stress. It is an amazing step for Stronghold’s future in this 
community, and God’s favor certainly does not stop there!

The first day of classes came on November 12 and 
Stronghold had 96 kids enrolled, and 96 kids is their max 
right now! What a blessing to launch a new ministry in 
a new area and have a full house on day one. After 
assessing the needs of the community, Stronghold will 
start offering English as a Second Language (ESL) classes 
for 3rd–9th graders with the hope of adding computer 
classes soon. Learning English is critical for people in 
Kampot, as English speakers usually get priority for any 
job openings.

The Stronghold team has been spending extraordinary 
amounts of time in their new community over the last 

2 months to learn the needs of Kampot, as well as what 
ministry opportunities there are. It turns out there is 
a significant Muslim population, and the team at 
Stronghold sees this as an amazing outreach opportunity. 
Although this outreach will not be easily won, as it seems 
the Muslim families are apprehensive about sending their 
kids to a Christian school to learn about Jesus. Phan Narit, 
aka Jesse, the Executive Director of Stronghold, is up to the 
challenge and is excited to tell these families about the love 
and sacrifice of Jesus!

There is still so much to learn about Stronghold’s new 
location. Kampot is much more rural than Sihanoukville, 
which is a popular tourist destination. This will likely 
mean reaching out to a slightly different culture, as well 
as a different type of poverty level. 

Kampot is famous for the pepper that is grown there, 
and let me tell you, it’s the best pepper I’ve ever tasted! 
As Stronghold works to grow deep roots in this new 
destination, there will certainly be many more fascinating 
discoveries about the richness and “flavor” of Kampot. It is 
clear that God has specifically called Stronghold to this new 
location, and I hope that Pathfinder Church, as one of their 
key mission parnters, will continue to be in prayer for the 
future of this gospel-centered ministry. If you’d like to stay 
in touch with Stronghold, follow their Facebook page to see 
amazing videos and hear powerful stories about the kids 
and the school! There will be more updates in the coming 
months — stay tuned!
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Equipping students in a changing world is a pursuit 
that St. John School continues to take seriously. 
As we consider ensuing our mission; the learning 
spaces, daily instruction and academic practices at 
STJ School and STJ LEAD continue to transform as 

we ensure students are developing skills that secure future 
success.

Our world is changing rapidly and as a result, the 
competencies students need to be successful is changing. 
It is for these reasons we have transformed classrooms 
and practices by launching STJ LEAD School. We believe 
that along with providing students essential academic 
knowledge, we must also equip students with skills 
beyond the presentation of knowledge. Therefore, we are 
implementing practices that provide students with skills 
such as collaboration, creativity, and critical thinking. Skills 
that are reported as undeveloped in several of our nations 
graduates. Additionally, we are also updating programing 
to provide students with social emotional skills such as self-
awareness, self-management, relationship skills, and social 
awareness. We recognize students need to develop these 
skills if they are to be successful in our changing world.

It is exciting that STJ LEAD School is addressing the 
needs to prepare students for the future. Project Based 
Learning is being used to help students collaborate and 
use critical thinking techniques to solve problems. We are 
designing learning experiences that allow students to apply 

knowledge; not simply answer questions on tests. Dr. Tim 
Elmore recently indicated that the design thinking process 
helps reinforce skills such as empathy, communication, 
creativity, innovation, collaboration, and leadership. These 
are essential skills, which foster student success. 

While STJ School continues to uphold many of the features 
found in LEAD such as flexible environments, the STJ LEAD 
School is taking these skills and features a step further. In 
addition to the work exemplified throughout the school, 
STJ LEAD students are involved in planning their day 
and moving through curriculum content at an individual 
pace. As students learn to self-regulate their learning, 
they are reinforcing the skills of self-awareness, and self-
management. They are also engaging in the design thinking 
process daily to ensure they have opportunity to develop 
important social emotional and success skills. Students 
enrolled in STJ LEAD are truly experiencing education in 
a new way.

STJ remains committed to the core values of Spiritual 
Development, Academic Excellence, Leadership, and 
Learning Environment, yet our strategies to accomplish 
these goals continues to develop. We are excited to launch 
practices that are best for students. We remain grateful 
for the opportunity to provide a school that honors each 
child’s unique gifts, while reinforcing success skills that 
assist in accomplishing our mission to “equip students... 
to courageously serve Christ in a changing world.”
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